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Abstract

Motivation: Gene network inference and master regulator analysis (MRA) have been widely adopted to define spe-
cific transcriptional perturbations from gene expression signatures. Several tools exist to perform such analyses but
most require a computer cluster or large amounts of RAM to be executed.

Results: We developed corto, a fast and lightweight R package to infer gene networks and perform MRA from gene
expression data, with optional corrections for copy-number variations and able to run on signatures generated from
RNA-Seq or ATAC-Seq data. We extensively benchmarked it to infer context-specific gene networks in 39 human
tumor and 27 normal tissue datasets.
Availability and implementation: Cross-platform and multi-threaded R package on CRAN (stable version) https://
cran.r-project.org/package¼corto and Github (development release) https://github.com/federicogiorgi/corto.
Contact: federico.giorgi@unibo.it
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

The advent of high-throughput methods to quantify transcript
abundances has offered the possibility to measure gene co-
expression across hundreds of samples and thousands of genes.
The principle of co-expression has fueled the generation of several
gene regulatory network representations over the past decade,
and still constitutes the main source of genome-wide network in-
ference pipelines (Mercatelli et al., 2019a). Recently, scientists
have developed tools to further leverage gene network models
and interrogate them via MRA to identify regulatory subnetworks
active in specific experimental conditions, tumor subtypes or even
individual patients (Ding et al., 2018), or to improve the readout
in noisy or single-cell datasets by aggregating genes (Mercatelli
et al., 2019b).

The majority of current tools for gene network inference require
either a computing cluster to be executed and/or a high amount of
RAM. Therefore, we developed a lightweight R package-dubbed
corto (‘correlation tool’) to infer significant, direct edges between a
user-provided list of source genes (‘centroids’), such as transcription
factors (TFs). The algorithm underneath corto infers direct TF–tar-
get relationships by applying DPI on correlation triplets, as pro-
posed in Reverter and Chan (2008). Our tool provides networks as
Bioconductor regulon objects that can be immediately used in MRA
by corto itself or by other tools, e.g. the VIPER pipeline (Alvarez
et al., 2016). We benchmarked corto across dozens of transcritpo-
mics datasets, with respect to other analogous tools.

2 Functionalities

The corto algorithm expands the well-established pipeline of the
public Java tool ARACNe-AP (Lachmann et al., 2016), and allows
the user to perform downstream MRA and visualization of master
regulators. The R implementation of its algorithms is fully multi-
threaded, with a user-friendly progress bar indicating the estimated
time to completion. The functionalities of the package can be cate-
gorized as follows:

1. Gene network inference. This is based on optimized pairwise

correlation, DPI and bootstrapping to evaluate the significant

edges. Further details on the inference algorithm are available on

the package vignettes and on the Github page.

2. Copy-number variation (CNV) correction. As the presence of

CNVs can influence and bias the generation of gene networks

(Schubert et al., 2019), corto gives the optional possibility to use

CNV data to correct target expression profiles via linear regres-

sion. An example of corto CNV-corrected network analysis in

the The Cancer Genome Atlas(TCGA) Glioblastoma dataset is

provided in the package vignette and in Supplementary Figure

S1.

3. MRA. The mra function within our package calculates the en-

richment of each TF-centered network on a user-selected signa-

ture, provided as two gene expression matrices (e.g. treatment
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versus control). This kind of analysis is exemplified in detail in

Supplementary Vignette 1.

4. Visualization of network enrichment. corto can generate MRA

plots as visualized in Figure 1. For each most significant or user-

specified centroid, the function visualizes the distribution of its

targets across a signature, as red (positively correlated targets)

or blue (negatively correlated) vertical bars. The normalized en-

richment score and the corresponding P-value (based on permu-

tation tests and signature sample shuffling) are shown. Also, the

most correlated targets are shown as a mini network, connected

to the centroid with pointed arrows (positively correlated) or

blunted arrows (negatively correlated), and shown as red or blue

if activated or repressed in the provided contrast.

Classic MRA is based on a provided gene network and on a gene
expression differential signature, based on microarrays or RNA-Seq.
To run corto on these data types, we suggest to use RMA and VST
normalization, which have been shown to be optimal for co-
expression analyses (Giorgi et al., 2013). On top of these data types,
corto can operate also on ATAC-Seq-derived signatures, which
measure the differential chromatin status between two conditions,
as shown in Supplementary Vignette 2.

3 Benchmarking

We tested corto extensively against the Java tool ARACNe-AP
(Lachmann et al., 2016) and other R-based tools for gene network
inference, such as minet (Meyer et al., 2008) and RTN (Castro
et al., 2016). Our analysis shows that corto is consistently at least
10� faster than its competitors even in single-thread mode, obtain-
ing significantly similar networks (Supplementary Vignette 3).

Using the ENCODE ChIP-Seq dataset, we estimated the accuracy of
corto, which is consistently above 75% in all tested cell lines
(Supplementary Benchmark). We also detected a high similarity in

MRA analyses executed with networks generated by corto and the
other tool generating regulon objects, ARACNe-AP (Supplementary

Vignette 4). More examples and details on corto and MRA are
available in Supplementary File S1. In Figure 1, we tested a corto-
generated neuroblastoma network (Kocak et al., 2013) on a MYCN

amplified versus not amplified signature, and visualize the results
for selected TF networks. Unsurprisingly (more details in

Supplementary Vignette 1), corto shows MYCN network amongst
the most upregulated ones, together with the pro-proliferative E2F7,
while E2F4 and REST are not affected within significance. On the

other hand, the pro-differentiation TF ZFPM1 seems to be downre-
gulated by the MYCN amplification. Top targets for each TF are

shown.

4 Conclusions

We propose corto as a novel, lightweight and robust tool for rapid

gene network inference and MRA in large-scale transcriptomics
datasets. While benchmarked here in human RNA-Seq and ATAC-

Seq data, there is no intrinsic limit to corto applications, which can
be naturally extended to other organisms and quantitative biological
data, such as proteomics datasets.
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